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ABSTRACT
Online communities need regular maintenance activities
such as moderation and data input, tasks that typically fall
to community owners. Communities that allow all mem-
bers to participate in maintenance tasks have the poten-
tial to be more robust and valuable. A key challenge in
creating member-maintained communities is building inter-
faces, algorithms, and social structures that encourage peo-
ple to provide high-quality contributions. We use Karau and
Williams’ collective effort model to predict how peer and
expert editorial oversight affect members’ contributions to a
movie recommendation website and test these predictions in
a field experiment with 87 contributors. Oversight increased
both the quantity and quality of contributions while reducing
antisocial behavior, and peers were as effective at oversight
as experts. We draw design guidelines and suggest avenues
for future work from our results.
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INTRODUCTION
Chad is the movie czar, the de facto dictator who determines
which movies are included in MovieLens. MovieLens is
an online recommender system that has thousands of active
users and around 8,000 movies—almost all of which Chad
entered. He is the guardian of quality, the finder of movie
facts, the defender of decency, and the final authority on film.
This control suits Chad well. He is pleased with the quality
of his system’s movie database.
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Not everyone agrees. Chad adds movies slowly, because
MovieLens is one of his many activities1. Some members
don’t understand—or agree with—his movie inclusion cri-
teria (“widespread U.S. theatrical release”). When members
request movies, Chad rarely responds. Despite his pride in
MovieLens, it is incomplete. Some recent movies are not yet
in the database; some movies entered last year have since
been released on DVD and need to be updated in Movie-
Lens; some members want MPAA ratings, which Movie-
Lens does not provide; and so on.

Many groups, online and off, have a Chad. They rely
on key members who manage and maintain the commu-
nity. These tasks include moderation, governance, welcom-
ing new members, and building Frequently Asked Question
(FAQ) lists. Such maintenance tasks are critical to the com-
munity but typically fall to the community’s owners [2],
those who created the site, bought the machines, maintain
the software and monitor the community’s health. By con-
trast, most members’ contributions to an online commu-
nity pertain to the day to day business of the community,
what Preece calls its purpose [16]. Members post to dis-
cussion groups, rate movies, receive recommendations, and
read each others’ blogs. These contributions are visibly im-
portant but do not sustain the community’s infrastructure.

Member-maintained communities
Chad does not have to be the only person who adds movie
information. MovieLens could allow everyone to add movie
information as well as rate movies. We believe that such
member-maintained communities can be more robust and
valuable than owner-maintained communities. Member-
maintained communities can reduce their reliance on key in-
dividuals, draw on the resources of all members to add value
to the group, and scale as the community grows.

With the promise come challenges. Most online communi-
ties have no way for members to help. People offer to add
movies, but MovieLens has no interface to let them. Even
it it did, MovieLens would need to make contributors aware
of the opportunity and show them how to perform the task.
Even with help, some people will do a poor job, while oth-
ers may deliberately sabotage the community. The interests
of members may not align with those of owners—try adding

1As Putnam points out, people who are willing to contribute often
have no shortage of groups willing to accept their help [17].



a link to a competitor in an Amazon book review. Though
we know that people are willing to contribute some effort to
maintenance [5], successful member-maintained communi-
ties will often need to motivate people to contribute more.
As one MovieLens member wrote, “I don’t want to add
movies. I want them to be there for me.”

Our long-term research question addresses all of these chal-
lenges: How can we design mechanisms—interfaces, algo-
rithms, economies, and social structures—that allow com-
munities to maintain themselves and encourage members to
provide valuable contributions?

Using editorial oversight to improve contributions
We created a mechanism that allows MovieLens members
to contribute movie information, a task that formerly fell to
Chad alone. In this paper, we explore how editorial over-
sight—using other people to review contributions—affects
the quality and quantity of movie information MovieLens
members contribute. Oversight is an important social mech-
anism employed by successful member-maintained commu-
nities including Slashdot, Amazon, and Wikipedia.

We conducted a field experiment asking MovieLens mem-
bers to add information for movies other members had al-
ready suggested. We divided participants into three groups:
(1) a no oversight group whose contributions went directly
to the database; (2) a peer oversight group whose work was
checked by another member; and (3) an expert oversight
group, checked by a movie expert. We told half of the sub-
jects in each group about the amount of oversight they would
receive. We expected oversight to lead to a more valuable
database, more total contributions, and less antisocial behav-
ior. The experiment confirmed these expectations. Further,
it showed that peer oversight worked about as well as expert.

THEORY: WHY DO PEOPLE CONTRIBUTE?
Social dilemmas arise when a group would benefit if its
members made a certain choice, but its members have an
incentive to make the opposite choice [4]. Consider fishing
in a lake. If everyone fishes without limit, the lake will soon
empty, so the community benefits when people limit their
catch. But for any one person, the rational choice is to fish
fully. After all, one person’s restraint will not save the lake,
no matter what everyone else does. In the long run, the en-
tire community loses. This is an example of the tragedy of
the commons [8] social dilemma.

Contributions toward community maintenance can be mod-
elled as a kind of social dilemma, the problem of providing
public goods [9]. Public goods have two distinguishing char-
acteristics. Once they are produced, everyone can consume
them. Further, one person’s consumption does not prevent
others from enjoying the good as well. National defense and
open source software are two examples of public goods. The
products of community maintenance activities, such as mod-
erations on posts and movie information added to a database,
are public goods as well.

Public goods are a social dilemma because rational people
might decide that if others care enough to provide the good,
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Figure 1. A slightly simplified version of Karau and
Williams’ collective effort model.

they need not expend the effort to help provide it them-
selves [12]. For instance, a small percentage of public radio
listeners contribute money. The rest are free riders, enjoy-
ing the benefits without the cost. When people free ride, the
public good is under-provided; the community would benefit
if more of the good were produced. However, not everyone
free rides. Many experiments have shown that people con-
tribute to public goods under some conditions [5].

Social psychologists study the related problem of social
loafing, the observation that people often expend less ef-
fort when working in a group than they would alone. Re-
searchers have proposed a number of accounts of social loaf-
ing. For example, Kerr blames free riding [12]. Harkins sug-
gests, more specifically, that people work less when it is hard
for others to evaluate their individual contributions [10].

The collective effort model
Karau and Williams integrate these and other accounts of
social loafing into their collective effort model [11], a gen-
eral model for understanding how people are motivated to
contribute to groups. The model (see Figure 1) is based on
Vroom’s expectancy-value account of motivation [24]. This
account suggests that one’s motivation for a given effort de-
pends on how well that effort translates into performance,
what outcomes the expected level of performance is likely
to lead to, and how much those outcomes are valued. The
model posits that people consider these factors both from
an individual and a group perspective. Further, in the case
of groups, people consider whether their effort will make
a contribution to the group’s performance and whether that
contribution will matter to the group’s overall performance.

We believe the collective effort model is a rich tool for ana-
lyzing designs. Broadly, the model suggests that motivation
increases when connections between elements in the model
strengthen. For example, giving people a tool that reduces
the effort required to add a FAQ entry should increase their
motivation to do so, all other things being equal. By calling
out these connections, the model can help designers reason
about motivation and suggest strategies for increasing it.

Consider a professor deciding how to structure a group pro-
gramming assignment. The model suggests students will be
unmotivated if they think their efforts won’t contribute to
the group’s performance, i.e., if they have no special skills



to share. The professor might form groups where students
have unique, required skills and, importantly, make stu-
dents aware that their skills are unique so that they can see
their contribution matters. Ludford et al. tried a similar ap-
proach in an online discussion group, telling people who had
unique, relevant information to add to a conversation about
their specialness. This tactic increased contributions [15].

We also could use the model to think about whether leader
boards, like Amazon.com’s list of top reviewers, encourage
contributions. The model suggests leader boards might in-
crease motivation by giving people a way to gain individual
recognition, an outcome many people value. Leader boards
also can demonstrate that one’s effort visibly contributes to
the group’s performance. However, long-time participants
have an advantage over newcomers, who may decide that
they can never catch up and earn recognition. Newcomers
might also reason that contributing a few reviews will mean
nothing to the Amazon community, which has thousands of
people who have written hundreds of reviews each. In other
words, leader boards might actually reduce newcomers’ mo-
tivation to contribute. A leader board showing both all-time
and recent top contributors might prove to be a more effec-
tive design for increasing all members’ motivation.

OVERSIGHT IN MEMBER-MAINTAINED COMMUNITIES
We now examine how the use of oversight might improve
member-maintained communities. We chose oversight be-
cause considering successful communities led us to realize
that oversight can help by both discouraging low value con-
tributions and motivating valuable contributors.

Examples of communities that use oversight
Below, we discuss how we used the model to analyze how
oversight would affect contributions to online communities.
To ground the discussion, we introduce three representative
online communities where member maintenance activities
include oversight: Slashdot, Amazon, and Wikipedia. We
also briefly describe peer oversight in MovieLens.

Slashdot: moderating others’ posts
Slashdot lets technogeeks talk technospeak. Members read
and comment on stories posted by editors and other mem-
bers’ comments. Members are sometimes allowed to moder-
ate comments. Moderating a comment with a +1 or -1 rating
and a descriptor such as Funny or Redundant takes a few sec-
onds. Moderations are aggregated; readers can choose to see
only highly rated comments or to see everything, a scheme
Lampe and Resnick call distributed moderation [13].

Amazon: rating review helpfulness
Amazon encourages members to review books. These re-
views are displayed on the book’s web page on Amazon.
Each review asks “Was this review helpful to you?” Read-
ers may vote yes or no or report the review as inappropriate.
Again, moderation is a low cost activity. The most helpful
reviews for a book are designated as Spotlight Reviews and
placed prominently on the page. Reader votes also are used
to identify valuable reviewers, who get recognition both on a
top reviewers list and with a special icon next to their names.

Wikipedia: editing encyclopedia articles
Wikipedia is building a collaborative encyclopedia using the
wiki model of group editing [25]. Anyone can edit a wiki
page, but every change is logged and can be easily repealed
by later editors. Many regular wiki users use the “Recent
Changes” button to see activity in the entire wiki, so they
can reverse changes they view as harmful or improve new
content. Users who care about a particular page may sub-
scribe to all changes to the page so they can keep a watchful
eye on modifications. Wikipedia uses these features together
to enforce its neutral point of view philosophy and to quickly
correct mistakes and deliberate vandalism [23].

MovieLens: verifying movie information
MovieLens asks members to help build its movie database
by entering movie information and checking information en-
tered by others. After one member adds information for a
movie, another member is asked to verify the information.
MovieLens is explicitly anonymous, so there is no commu-
nication between members or recognition of valuable con-
tributors. Verifying a movie’s information takes several min-
utes and often requires seeking information such as video
release dates on other websites.

Our example communities all employ oversight to help iden-
tify quality contributions. We now use the collective effort
model to examine how oversight might affect the motivation
of people to contribute to member-maintained communities.

Discouraging low-quality contributions
Not all contributions to a community are valuable. Off-
topic conversation, newbie questions, incorrect FAQ entries,
flames and trolls, spam, and content-free posts like “just test-
ing” all represent contributions that most members would
like to avoid. Too many low-quality contributions can actu-
ally drive away valuable members who decide that the cost
of participating is too high [22].

A key component in the motivation of spammers and trolls
is that by posting advertisements or inflammatory messages
(individual performance), they get responses (individual out-
come). Distributed moderation schemes like Slashdot’s can
sever this connection by featuring valuable contributions and
tucking low-quality contributions away into a dusty corner
of the interface. The collective effort model predicts that
reducing the link between posting a message and getting re-
sponses should reduce spammers’ and trolls’ motivation to
make low-quality contributions.

Another common low-quality contribution is vandalism—
deleting the contents of a wiki page one finds offensive,
for instance. Graffiti is a real-world analogue. Gangs mark
their territory, wanting everyone to feel their presence. Just
as New York City dramatically reduced subway graffiti by
quick removal [7], editing in online communities can erase
the traces of vandals. In fact, page deletions in Wikipedia
are corrected in an average of three minutes [23]. According
to the model, tactics like quick editing that remove the link
between an individual’s contribution and the group’s perfor-
mance should reduce vandals’ motivation.



Motivating valuable contributors
Oversight may do more than just keep people in line. It also
may encourage contributions. Distributed moderation leads
more people to read valuable comments. The collective ef-
fort model predicts that high-quality posters will be more
motivated if they know they will have more readers. Ama-
zon also recognizes members who write valuable reviews by
putting them on the list of top reviewers. This makes the
connection between a member’s efforts and their value to the
group’s performance more salient, which the model suggests
will increase motivation to contribute.

The collective effort model also predicts that helping peo-
ple achieve better performance for a given effort will mo-
tivate them to contribute. Oversight can do this in several
ways. Wikipedia’s change tracking help editors be more
efficient by concentrating their effort on articles they most
value. Mentoring and feedback also can improve contribu-
tors’ ability to turn effort into performance. Both Slashdot
and Amazon provide feedback in the form of quality ratings.

Collaborative editing can strengthen the link between effort
and contribution to the group’s performance, if people be-
lieve others will improve on their contributions. Wikipedia
articles often start as stubs, tiny blurbs about a topic of in-
terest that other members eventually improve. People post
stubs hoping that more knowledgeable members will ex-
pand on their effort. Likewise, MovieLens members who
are afraid of making mistakes might be more willing to con-
tribute if they know someone will check their work.

Finally, the model predicts that oversight is important be-
cause it reassures high-quality contributors that their contri-
butions matter. Reducing the impact of low-quality contri-
butions makes high quality work matter more to the group’s
performance. Slashdot gets a sea of low-quality contribu-
tions, but good ones float to the top. Reducing low-quality
contributions also leads to better group outcomes—a live-
lier discussion, a better article, a richer movie database—that
Thorn and Connolly argue will keep high-quality members
coming back to get more, and to give more as well [22].

EXPERIMENT: ADDING MOVIES TO MOVIELENS
We tested several of these predictions in a field experiment
using MovieLens. MovieLens is a movie recommender sys-
tem that performs the dual roles of providing good movie
recommendations as a service while serving as a platform for
research in recommender systems (e.g., [3,18]) and more re-
cently, online communities (e.g., [1,15]). It has about 80,000
registered users, thousands of whom log in regularly and
8,000 movies. On average, members rate about 120 movies.

When MovieLens started, the database was full of inaccu-
rate information and duplicate movies because the task of
adding movies fell to grad students in their spare time. Chad
was an early MovieLens member who loved the service but
hated the problems with the database. He volunteered to take
over, cleaned up the mess, and has contributed information
for about 6000 movies, adding new releases from the last
five years as well as an eclectic selection of older movies.
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Figure 2. A simplified overview of the experiment. Sub-
jects were assigned to one of three oversight groups and
assigned movies from the suggestion queue in the order
received. At the end, we compared contributions against
information from other movie data sites.

Members sometimes want to rate movies that are not in the
database. In August 2003 we added an interface for sug-
gesting movies by entering their title and Internet Movie
Database (IMDb, http://akas.imdb.com/) id. We decided not
to ask people to add all of the information for a movie for
two reasons. First, we wanted to keep members from wast-
ing time entering information for movies that Chad would
not accept. Second, Chad wanted to enter movie informa-
tion himself to ensure high quality.

The suggestion feature was a hit, with 500 suggestions in
the first month and 3000 in the first year. Members sug-
gested so many movies that Chad could not keep up, creat-
ing a large backlog and making MovieLens members who
felt they were being ignored unhappy. The backlog of sug-
gested movies provided a reservoir of maintenance tasks we
could ask members to perform in the experiment.

Figure 2 gives an overview of the experiment. Subjects were
assigned to one of three oversight mechanisms; half were
told about about the mechanism. Each subject was assigned
to only one condition. We asked subjects to add information
for movies that other members had suggested or to check
information that others subjects had added. At the end of the
experiment, we used information from other movie websites
to evaluate quality and counted useful and total contributions
to measure quantity. We also conducted a survey open to all
MovieLens members, asking them how they thought various
oversight mechanisms would affect both their willingness to
contribute and the quality of MovieLens.

Hypotheses about oversight in MovieLens
The collective effort model suggests several hypotheses
about how oversight would affect the quality and quantity
of movie information contributed by MovieLens members.

Our first hypothesis is that oversight will reduce antiso-
cial behavior. People can make low-quality contributions to
MovieLens in several ways:

• Inaccurate or incomplete information: misspell a foreign
title or fail to include video release dates.



• Deliberate sabotage: enter bogus or obscene information.

• “Hijack” a movie: instead of the movie assigned by
MovieLens, add a different movie.

Deliberate sabotage is a low-quality, antisocial act. We also
consider hijackings to be anti-social. To be fair to all, we
wanted to add movies in the order they were suggested. Peo-
ple who add their own movies put their interests ahead of
the community’s. We believe subjects in oversight groups
will expect hijackings and sabotage to be corrected, which
according to the collective effort model should reduce their
motivation to make these anti-social contributions:

Hypothesis Less Antisocial Behavior.
More oversight leads to less antisocial behavior.

We also wondered whether oversight would encourage each
individual contributor to be more accurate when adding
movie information: would knowing that someone would be
checking their work motivate people to try harder? When
we first discussed this question, we disagreed about whether
oversight would decrease, increase, or have no effect on the
accuracy of individual contributions. The collective effort
model, alas, can support all three viewpoints.

• People will think their poor contribution will not affect
the group’s performance because someone else will fix it.
Oversight reduces quality.

• High-quality contributors will decide their contributions
matter more to the group’s performance when low-quality
contributions are suppressed. Oversight increases quality.

• People value the outcome of having more movies in
MovieLens so much that they try their best no matter
what. Oversight does not matter.

We decided that the combination of reducing low-quality
contributions and motivating high-quality contributors would
be the strongest effect, and thus that oversight would in-
crease the accuracy of each individual contribution:

Hypothesis Better Contributions.
More oversight leads to higher quality initial contribu-
tions.

Our third hypothesis deals with the effect of oversight on the
final quality of information that makes it into MovieLens.
No matter what effect oversight has on individuals’ accu-
racy when entering movies initially, we expect that a process
where each contribution is checked will result in a higher fi-
nal quality database than a no-oversight process that doesn’t
check contributions:

Hypothesis Better Database.
More oversight leads to higher final quality information
in the database.

Our fourth hypothesis is that oversight will affect the quan-
tity of contributions. The collective effort model predicts
that oversight inhibits low-quality contributors and moti-
vates high-quality contributors. We believe that most people
are good and that a majority want to make high quality con-

tributions, so we expect overall motivation—and quantity of
contributions—to increase:

Hypothesis More Contributions.
More oversight leads to more contributions overall.

Finally, we hypothesize that telling people about oversight
matters. In the model, motivation depends on strong links
between effort, performance, and outcomes. Telling people
about the existence of oversight will increase its effect be-
cause people will see these connections more clearly:

Hypothesis Knowledge Is Power.
Knowing that oversight is present or absent will in-
crease the effect of oversight.

Independent variables: oversight and visibility
We examined three oversight mechanisms, corresponding to
the vertical paths in Figure 2.

• No oversight: one subject adds a movie, which goes
straight to the database.

• Peer oversight: one subject adds a movie, another checks
the information, which then goes to the database.

• Expert oversight: one subject adds a movie, a movie ex-
pert checks the information and adds it to the database.2

These mechanisms cover two fundamental design decisions
related to oversight. First, is it needed at all? Second, can
everyone provide oversight or must it be a chosen few? We
considered other issues (e.g., should oversight only happen
for new items or should it be continuous, as in a wiki?), but
decided to limit the experiment to three mechanisms to re-
duce the number of subjects needed.

We also manipulated whether subjects knew about the level
of oversight. We thought that, just as fishermen might be
more likely to obey catch limits when they know game war-
dens are present, people might be more affected by over-
sight if they knew their work would be checked. Each sub-
ject was assigned to one of the three mechanisms. We told
half of the subjects in each mechanism about the level of
oversight their contribution would receive. We told the other
half we were trying several different ways of obtaining accu-
rate movie information from members, without details about
oversight. We call the groups where subjects knew about the
level of oversight visible groups (NoneVis, PeerVis, and Ex-
pertVis), and the others not visible (NoneNV, PeerNV, and
ExpertNV). This gave us a 3 by 2 design with oversight and
visibility as our independent variables.

MovieLens members were invited to participate through a
link on the main page asking them to beta test a feature
for adding movie information. Only members who joined
MovieLens before the experiment began were invited. Sub-
jects who clicked the link were randomly assigned to one of
the six groups and presented with instructions that contained
our manipulation and help on adding movies to MovieLens.
2Chad was too busy to participate in the experiment. We simulated
expertise by having a MovieLens developer check movie informa-
tion against other movie websites.



 

Figure 3. The movie information interface.

After reading the instructions, subjects could proceed to the
movie information interface, shown in Figure 3.

Adding a movie to MovieLens is not easy. Movies have al-
ternate titles; films often have multiple release dates, both in
theatres and on video; MovieLens asks for five representa-
tive actors. The interface provides copious formatting help,
links to the assigned movie on several popular movie sites,
and accepts several date formats. It still took subjects an av-
erage of six minutes to add or verify a movie’s information.

Whenever a subject visited the movie information interface,
the experiment assigned them either the next movie from the
suggestion queue or, if movies needed checking in PeerVisor
PeerNV, a movie that needed checking. The interface dis-
played the assigned movie and asked subjects to add or ver-
ify the movie’s information. The interface also reinforced
the oversight manipulation. It reminded subjects in visi-
ble groups that they were adding or checking information
and told them whether the information would go directly to
MovieLens or who it would be checked by (see the top para-
graph of Figure 3). After making a contribution, a thank you
page again reminded subjects about the manipulation. Sub-
jects in the non-visible groups saw more generic instructions
asking them to enter the movie’s information and telling
them their contribution would appear within a few days.

Dependent variables: quality and quantity
We needed metrics for the quantity and quality of contribu-
tions. Quantity has an obvious metric: count the number
of movies added or checked. We also counted live movies
(movies successfully added to MovieLens) and hijackings
(where someone entered information for a different movie
than they were assigned). We removed hijacked movies as
they came to our attention. This normally took about a day,
because members mailed ten times during the experiment to
let us know about hijacked movies. This surprised us be-

cause to know a movie is hijacked requires extra work. We
realized that some people were monitoring our “Newest Ad-
ditions” link and checking newly added movies for us, much
as wiki users can monitor recently changed pages.

Choosing quality metrics was more complicated. Movies
have several fields of information: title, genres, release dates
(theatre, DVD, and VHS), actors, director, and language.
We created an automatic checking program to evaluate con-
tribution quality by comparing contributed information to
movie information from the same websites our movie expert
used. High-quality contributions contain complete informa-
tion that matches the automatic checker.

Note that although automatic checking was useful for our
experiment, it is not a general answer for either measuring
quality or for helping people perform maintenance tasks. It
is not a good general strategy for measuring quality because
many tasks, like checking Wikipedia articles, do not lend
themselves to automation. Also, harvesting data is not nec-
essarily useful for helping people do maintenance. Though
it was tempting to use the data our checker harvested to help
people enter movie information, doing so would have run
afoul of IMDb’s terms of use (and would have made it harder
to detect quality differences in the experiment).

We tried several metrics for scoring a contribution’s quality.
A simple version counts the number of correct fields, giving
partial credit in cases where it was reasonable to do so. For
example, if a subject misspelled one actor and spelled four
correctly, they got 0.8 credit for the actor field. We tried ver-
sions of the counting metric that weighed each field by how
often users search on it (title 50 times as often as language,
for instance) and by how important users rated each field on
a 1 to 5 scale (title is 3 times as important as VHS release
date, for example). Weighted versions of the metric corre-
late strongly with the simple count (r2 > 0.80) so we only
report results using the counting metric. Hijacks were com-
pared to the assigned movie’s information just like any other
contribution, typically earning scores near zero.

Total Contrib- Total Live
Group Subjects utors Work Movies Hijacks

NoneVis 31 10 61 20 41
NoneNV 33 14 88 67 21
PeerVis 38 19 130 63 11
PeerNV 35 13 64 38 2

ExpertVis 32 17 140 109 11
ExpertNV 35 14 92 83 7

Table 1. A summary of participation in the experiment.

RESULTS
The experiment lasted six weeks. A total of 204 users fol-
lowed the invitation link, with 87 making at least one contri-
bution. Table 1 shows how many subjects were assigned to
each group, how many contributed, and the total number of
contributions and movies added by each group.

Contributions in MovieLens such as ratings and posts often
follow an exponential distribution—most people contribute
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a little, a few contribute a lot. Movie information contribu-
tions were no exception. A few early subjects entered dozens
of movies, so we capped the number at contributions per
subject at 20 for fear of running out of suggestions to add, a
fear that was well-founded:

I also didn’t like how you capped the number of addi-
tions I was able to make. In all honesty I would have
added several hundred more had I been allowed.

For the early users who made over 20 contributions, we used
only their first 20 in our analysis.

How oversight affected quality
Figure 4 shows the average quality of contributions made by
each group at two stages:

• Initial quality: The quality of the initial contribution for
a given movie, when it was first added by a member. We
use this to test our Better Contributions hypothesis.

• Final quality: The quality of the a given movie’s informa-
tion when it was inserted into the database. This we use
to test our Better Database hypothesis.

We used repeated measures ANOVAs to analyze these data,
with oversight and visibility as between-subjects fixed ef-
fects and subject id as a random effect (an unbalanced re-
peated measure, since each subject added up to 20 movies).

On initial quality, all groups performed about the same ex-
cept for NoneVis, which was worse than the others. Ex-
pertNV appears to perform slightly better. Neither oversight
nor visibility, nor their combination, has a statistically sig-
nificant effect, as it turns out that almost all of the variation
is explained by differences between users. This analysis is
based on 460 movie entries contributed by 68 subjects.

Final quality was influenced by oversight. Here, NoneNV
and especially NoneVis lag behind all of the oversight
groups. A repeated measures ANOVA, based on 478 movie
entries from 60 subjects, shows that oversight has a signif-
icant effect on quality, F (2, 97) = 10.58, p < 0.01. It ap-
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Figure 5. Total contributions, movies successfully added,
and hijackings. Peer oversight groups required two con-
tributions per movie while other groups required only
one. Groups with no oversight hijacked more movies.

pears that there was little difference between peer and expert
oversight, but people who were told or who discovered their
work would not be checked felt free to hijack movies and
make low-quality contributions. It also suggests that the ex-
tra quality added by an editor makes a difference.

How oversight affected quantity
For each group, Figure 5 shows how many contributions it
made, the number of movies successfully added, and the
number of hijacked movies. Note that peer oversight groups
needed two contributions to add a movie while other groups
only needed one. The difference between total work and
live movies is wasted work: contributions toward hijacked
movies or movies our expert rejected as too obscure.

Among the visible groups, PeerVis and ExpertVis did the
most work, the three non-visible groups much less, and
NoneVis the least work at all. The differences are visually
striking, but an ANOVA comparing the average amount of
work, using all 204 subjects, showed that the differences
were not statistically significant, F (5, 198) = 1.23, p =
0.30. We can combine groups based on how much oversight
the group knew it would receive. PeerVis and ExpertVis
knew there would be oversight. NoneVis knew there would
be none. The three non visible groups did not know either
way. An ANOVA that compares groups that knew about
oversight, those that knew about no oversight, and those that
didn’t know either way shows that quantity tends to increase
with oversight, F (2, 201) = 2.56, p = 0.08.

NoneNV and NoneVis commit significantly more hijackings
than other groups, χ2(5, 495) = 119, p < 0.01. PeerVis also
had a relatively large proportion of hijacks, all of them per-
petrated by one checker who replaced all of the information
entered by other subjects. Surprisingly, no one attempted to
enter bogus movie information during the experiment.

How people think oversight affects contributions
Our post-experiment survey of people’s attitudes toward
oversight supports these results. We invited all MovieLens
users to evaluate five oversight mechanisms: no oversight,
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Figure 6. Users’ estimates of how well various over-
sight mechanisms would work. Users preferred experts
to peers and peers to no oversight. Estimated quality and
motivation to participate correlated strongly.

peer oversight, expert oversight, strict peer oversight, and
ongoing oversight. Strict peer oversight is like peer over-
sight, except a movie is checked until someone does not
change any information. Ongoing oversight, like no over-
sight, lets members add movies directly to the database, but
then any member can edit a movie at any time. Several peo-
ple noted ongoing oversight is similar to wiki-style editing.

Respondents evaluated the mechanisms in two ways:

• Estimated quality: How well would each oversight mech-
anism work for getting accurate information?

• Estimated motivation: How likely would they be to add
movie information if MovieLens used that mechanism?

Figure 6 shows the results. Low quality and motivation
correspond to ratings of 1, while high quality and motiva-
tion correspond to ratings of 5. People prefer expert over-
sight and shun no oversight compared to the peer mecha-
nisms. An ANOVA showed significant differences (quality,
F (4, 404) = 11.19, p < 0.01 on 82 responses; motivation,
F (4, 400) = 59.03, p < 0.01 on 81 responses). Willing-
ness to participate and estimated quality correlated strongly,
r2 > 0.52 for all five systems.

DISCUSSION
Our theoretical analysis and results raise a number of issues
for discussion. We begin by analyzing the evidence for and
against the hypotheses:

• Less Antisocial Behavior was supported. Groups with
no oversight committed many more hijackings.

• Better Contributions was not supported. Groups with no
oversight made lower-quality initial contributions but the
difference was not statistically significant.

• Better Database was supported. The quality of movies
that reached the MovieLens database was significantly
lower for groups with no oversight.

• More Contributions had some support. Quantity tended
to increase with oversight, and survey respondents were
more willing to contribute with more oversight.

• Knowledge Is Power was supported. Knowing about
oversight affected both quantity and database quality.

Oversight improved both the quantity and overall quality
of information added to MovieLens with no negative ef-
fects. Below, we discuss other issues raised by our results in-
cluding the relationship between peers and experts, between
owners and members, and between theory and design in on-
line communities.

From peers to experts
Although when surveyed, people clearly preferred experts,
in the experiment peer oversight did about as well as ex-
pert oversight on both the quantity and quality of contribu-
tions. This is important. For every contribution a subject in
ExpertVis and ExpertNV made, our expert had to make a
matching contribution. This does not scale. Since peer over-
sight works about as well as expert, designers of member-
maintained communities should consider letting members
provide oversight as well as content.

Teasing out when peer and expert oversight work best will
be important. Peer and expert oversight achieved roughly the
same quality in a domain of structured, factual information.
In Wikipedia the content has less structure, contains argu-
ments as well as facts, and sometimes requires specialized
knowledge. How do peers compare to experts in domains
like Wikipedia? Other factors, such as the size of a commu-
nity and how its members regard authority, are also likely to
impact how a community responds to oversight.

The collective effort model suggests that mechanisms for
improving user performance such as training and mentor-
ing may be important. User variability accounted for large
differences in contribution quality. Reducing this variabil-
ity through improving everyone’s competence may amplify
the effect of mechanisms such as oversight. The model also
predicts that increasing individuals’ competence should in-
crease their motivation to contribute—though this effect may
be countered by the fact that going through training increases
the cost of participating. Finally, high quality contributors
should feel reassured—and more motivated—knowing that
the average contribution will be of higher quality.

One way to approach training and mentoring is to structure
maintenance tasks around roles that require more or less ex-
pertise. The idea of communities of practice [14] suggests
that role structures encourage the growth of members in the
community. Having multiple roles also allows members to
make the kinds of contributions they prefer and allows de-
signers to use status and power to reward and recognize con-
tributors, both of which are likely to increase motivation ac-
cording to the collective effort model.

From owners to members
Moving from owner to member maintenance poses risks.
The move can threaten key members like Chad:

I am proud of the work I have done...this is like an ar-
chitect having to watch his building being torn down.
I fear that any more than a few days of this and the
cleanup will become incomprehensible...you have to re-



member how IMDb keeps their stuff clean!! It’s cer-
tainly not by way of the users!!

Losing Chad would be costly; his contributions have great
value. How can groups keep key contributors content, es-
pecially when their interests are at odds with those of other
members? “What movies should be added to MovieLens?”
has a simple answer when Chad does all the work: what-
ever Chad adds. A natural way to further include members
in maintaining MovieLens would be to let them help de-
cide what gets added. But they want to add lots of movies:
obscure movies, TV movies, and non-U.S. releases. This
is at odds with Chad’s vision of MovieLens, while a large
influx of movies might be bad for our recommendation al-
gorithm. Designing a mechanism for adding movies that
balances Chad’s wishes, the needs of the algorithm, our re-
search goals and the desires of members will be a challenge.

A broader look at quality
In this paper, we called a newbie question a low-value contri-
bution. But for the asker, for lurkers with the same question,
and for members who want to demonstrate their knowledge,
the contribution has high value. Even the quality of movie
information is not as clear-cut as we might like. Some mem-
bers have very high standards:

Inaccuracies make [IMDb] a first stop only...MovieLens
would have to find people who have at minimum access
to a set of reference books beginning with basic vol-
umes...and who specialize further in a given genre or
form (e.g. post-war American underground cinema..)

On the other hand, 25 movies were added with no informa-
tion except the title. No one complained about these movies
and many were rated often. People did mention them in sur-
vey comments but most said the increased volume of movies
made up for the lapses in quality.

This reminds us that quality is in the eye of the beholder.
Distributed moderation does a good job of giving the over-
sight task to everyone, but it makes only aggregate quality
judgments. It might be better to use people’s ratings as input
to a collaborative filtering system [19], allowing each mem-
ber of the community to give more weight to the moderations
of people they agree with.

From hijacker to freedom fighter?
In the experiment we asked people to add information for
movies other members suggested. Many suggestions were
hijacked: members chose to enter data for a movie they cared
about rather than for the movie they were asked to add. We
considered hijackings to be low-quality because they vio-
lated our goal of fair processing of the suggestion queue.
Some MovieLens researchers argue that hijackings were not
necessarily low-quality contributions. Maybe the hijackers
were freedom fighters, looking out for the community by
adding movies they thought everyone would want instead of
obscure movies that one person had suggested.3

3To test this theory we added twenty hijacked movies and the
movies they replaced to MovieLens. We then watched ratings be-
havior over a period of four weeks, and there was no difference in

Real member-maintained communities should allow mem-
bers to “scratch their own itch”. The collective effort model
is clear that aligning individual and group outcomes will
increase motivation to contribute. We expect that designs
like Wikipedia that allow members to choose tasks are more
likely to succeed. In retrospect, it was a mistake to seek fair-
ness in processing the suggestion queue because it placed
individual motivation in opposition to group motivation.

From theory to design, and back
Using social science theory to drive and critique design is
promising, but not foolproof. For instance, the collective
effort model has several weaknesses. It does not directly ac-
count for the cost of an effort. Cost can be factored into
valuing outcomes but should be explicitly considered. The
model also does not address opportunity cost and how peo-
ple decide between courses of action. Factors that affect mo-
tivation such as duty and morality do not fit neatly into the
model. Finally, motivation is hard to quantify, and as we
saw, the model sometimes makes ambiguous predictions.

Theory must be applied carefully. We originally specu-
lated that oversight would reduce contributions. We focused
on the collective effort model’s predictions about inhibiting
low-quality contributions, and only later realized that over-
sight will reassure—and motivate—high-quality contribu-
tors as well. Social scientists who can identify relevant theo-
ries and ease the friction when theories collide are a valuable
asset. Theory properly used can help designers avoid mis-
takes and suggest approaches they otherwise might not con-
sider. Applying social science theory to design is a promis-
ing, but under-explored approach [1].

We also believe in using design to help probe theory. The
collective effort model was primarily derived from carefully
controlled lab experiments on somewhat unrealistic tasks
such as shouting in a group. The results of the field exper-
iment support using the model in real online communities,
where both “real” and “online” extend the reach of the model
beyond lab experiments. When theory informs design, both
stand to benefit.

CONCLUSION
Based on our findings, we offer a number of guidelines for
online community designers who wish to use oversight in
helping members maintain their communities.

• Oversight improves outcomes and increases contribu-
tions. Use oversight mechanisms to improve quality, re-
duce antisocial behavior, and help reduce the risks of
member-maintained communities.

• We found no differences between peer and expert over-
sight in quality or quantity of contributions. Take the bur-
den off of community owners and share it with the mem-
bers. Some of them really want to help.

• Major differences in quality can be attributed to individu-
als. Increase the quality of contributions by selecting for

ratings behavior between the original and the replacement movies.
This suggests that the hijacked movies were not more popular than
the movies they replaced.



the best contributors, and by improving the capabilities of
individual users, e.g., through training.

• Telling people about oversight may increase their motiva-
tion to contribute. Tell them about oversight to encourage
good contributors and discourage bad ones. (We do not
recommend lying about oversight. Users will find out.)

• A number of users surveyed said they did not see our invi-
tation link. Make opportunities to contribute obvious. Do
not assume that ignoring an offer is intentional.

We also encourage designers and researchers in online com-
munity to incorporate theory into their design practice. Re-
searchers have developed a number of tools such as rep-
utation systems (e.g., [20]), social proxies (e.g., [6]), and
mechanisms for making contributions visible (e.g., [21]) that
might be useful in helping motivate members to maintain
their communities. We believe that using theory to critique
and drive design of such features, along with focused exper-
imentation to validate the design choices, is an effective way
to understand how and when to apply these mechanisms to
support member-maintained communities. We hope that our
exploration of the value of oversight helps other designers
and researchers in their efforts to build and deploy systems
that help people discover—and build—community online.
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